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Frontal circuitry degradation marks healthy adult aging:

Evidence from diffusion tensor imaging
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In vivo study of white matter microstructural integrity through

magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) permits exami-

nation of degradation of axonal circuitry that may underlie func-

tional decline of frontally-based processes in normal adult aging.

Determination of the pattern of age-related degradation of white

matter microstructure requires quantitative comparison of the

rostral–caudal and superior–inferior extents of the brain’s white

matter. To date, this has not been accomplished, probably because of

significant artifacts from spatial distortion and poor signal resolution

that precludes accurate analysis in prefrontal and inferior brain

regions. Here, we report a profile analysis of the integrity of white

matter microstructure across the supratentorium and in selected

focal regions using DTI data collected at high-field strength (3 T),

with isotropic voxel acquisition, and an analysis based on a

concurrently-acquired field map to permit accurate quantification

of artifact-prone, anterior and inferior brain regions. The groups

comprised 10 younger and 10 older individuals; all were high

functioning, highly educated, and in excellent health. The DTI profile

analysis revealed a robust frontal distribution of low white matter

anisotropy and high bulk mean diffusivity in healthy older compared

with younger adults. In contrast to frontal fiber systems, posterior

systems were largely preserved with age. A second analysis, based on

focal samples of FA, confirmed that the age-related FA decline was

restricted to frontal regions, leaving posterior and inferior brain

regions relatively intact. The selective decline of anterior anisotropy

with advancing age provides evidence for the potential of a

microstructural white matter mechanism for the commonly observed

decline in frontally-based functions.
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Introduction

The constellation of frontal lobe processes called executive

functions–problem solving, working memory, and dual tasking–is

especially vulnerable to undesirable effects of advancing age.

Although controversy exists regarding the frontal lobe aging

hypothesis (Greenwood, 2000), substantial evidence supports the

position that aging disproportionately affects frontal lobe structure

(e.g., Decarli et al., 2005; Pfefferbaum et al., 1998; Raz et al.,

1997). Identification of brain mechanisms responsible for this time-

linked demise of multi-dimensional cognitive functions has shifted

from exclusive focus on brain gray matter loci to include white

matter systems necessary to form neural circuits encompassing

frontal processing sites (cf., Filley, 2001; Greenwood, 2000;

Tisserand and Jolles, 2003). This shift in focus arises from several

lines of evidence and logic. Firstly, the execution of executive

functions becomes inefficient but not impossible with advancing

age. This pattern of compromise is to be distinguished from that

observed in patients with focal cortical lesions, which can result in

complete loss of function. Secondly, although quantitative longi-

tudinal neuroimaging studies report accelerated volume loss in

prefrontal gray matter with age (Pfefferbaum et al., 1998; Raz,

2004), MR spectroscopic imaging work indicates that signs of

neural integrity, for example, the concentration of N-acetylaspar-

tate (NAA), does not decline with age when the volume of

underlying cortical gray matter is taken into account (Pfefferbaum

et al., 1999b); the normal pattern is different from that in

degenerative conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease, which does

show decline in the concentration of NAA in gray matter

(Adalsteinsson et al., 2000; Pfefferbaum et al., 1999a). Thirdly,

neuropathological studies of white matter indicate that frontal

white matter systems develop later in youth and deteriorate earlier

in aging than posterior ones (Bartzokis, 2004; Marner et al., 2003).

Finally, functional imaging studies of normal aging provide

converging evidence for the recruitment by older individuals of

wider-spread brain systems especially when performing frontally-

based tasks to achieve performance levels of younger adults
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(Cabeza et al., 2002). An implication of these studies is that in vivo

attempts to identify structural substrates of age-related frontal

compromise in the normal healthy brain require methods that

examine micro-environment of white matter circuitry, in addition

to bulk volume differences, which is within the scope of DTI

quantification. Further, to make claims about the selective

vulnerability of frontal brain regions to aging, frontal sites must

be examined within the context the rest of the brain.

MR diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a non-invasive, in vivo

method for characterizing the integrity of the microstructure of

white matter fibers (for reviews, Kubicki et al., 2002; Le Bihan,

2003; Moseley, 2003; Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2005a; Sullivan

and Pfefferbaum, 2003) and cortical connectivity (e.g., Bammer et

al., 2003; Mori et al., 2002; Virta et al., 1999). DTI takes

advantage of the linear structure of axons (Greek for axis).

Extracellular spaces between fibers harbor fluid and provide

avenues for water movement in white matter. Physical trauma,

disease, and aging can perturb the axonal linear orientation

(Arfanakis et al., 2002), availing white matter constituents and

interstitial space to quantitative examination with DTI through

quantification of Brownian motion of water molecules within an

imaged voxel. Although DTI may not be sensitive enough to

directly assess microtubule structure (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994), it

can provide information about axonal membrane and myelin

presence and integrity (Fenrich et al., 2001; Sehy et al., 2002).

The path of a water molecule in a white matter fiber is typically

anisotropic because it is constrained by physical boundaries,

causing the movement to be greater along the long axis of the

fiber than across it. With DTI, tissue can be characterized in terms

of the magnitude and orientation of water diffusion, expressed as

fractional anisotropy (FA), the fraction of the motion within a

voxel that is constrained by physical boundaries (Basser and

Pierpaoli, 1996).

Following the early developmental years, the normal adult brain

continues to undergo considerable morphological change as it ages.

Postmortem investigations reveal degradation of white matter

microstructure (Kemper, 1994) and include evidence for decline in

numbers of myelinated fibers of the precentral gyrus and corpus

callosum. Small connecting fibers of the anterior corpus callosum

are especially vulnerable in aging, and their disruption may

contribute to age-related declines in cognitive processes dependent

on functioning of the prefrontal cortical circuitry (Craik et al.,

1990; Raz, 2004). Degradation of myelin and even axon deletion

also accompanies normal aging (Aboitiz et al., 1996; Meier-Ruge

et al., 1992). These defects in white matter microstructure are

beyond detection with conventional structural MRI but are within

the scope of DTI quantification.

To date, DTI studies of normal aging have identified declines in

anisotropy in a variety of focal white matter regions in normal

healthy men and women (Chun et al., 2000; Head et al., 2004;

Nusbaum et al., 2001; O’Sullivan et al., 2001; Pfefferbaum and

Sullivan, 2003; Pfefferbaum et al., 2000a; Sullivan et al., 2001; but

see Chepuri et al., 2002), even when volume declines were not

detectable [for review (Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2003)]. These

focal studies have revealed substantial regional variability (~43%)

in FA across the seven decades of the normal adult age range

(Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003); some studies identify greater

age differences in frontal than posterior white matter (Head et al.,

2004). Nonetheless, demonstration of a complete anterior–poste-

rior gradient in age-related FA changes requires quantitative

comparison of both the anterior–posterior and superior–inferior
extents of the brain’s white matter, which has not yet been

accomplished, probably because of significant artifacts from spatial

distortion and poor signal resolution that precludes accurate

analysis in prefrontal and inferior brain regions.

Here, we report a anterior–posterior profile analysis of the

integrity of white matter microstructure across the supratentorium

and in selected focal regions using DTI data collected at high field

strength (3 T), with isotropic voxel acquisition, and an analysis to

permit accurate quantification of artifact-prone, anterior and

inferior brain regions. Early DTI studies used thick slices with

high in-plane resolution, allowing for adequate SNR and visually

appealing images. The signal-to-noise advantage at 3 T over 1.5 T

permitted collection of thin slices and isotropic data. Thus, we

designed a DTI-structural acquisition procedure at 3 T for which

we applied correction of B0 inhomogeneity distortion with

improved image segmentation and spatial registration for whole

brain and focal region analysis techniques. The profile analysis

provided a supratentorial survey of the anterior to posterior and

lateral extents of the brain that permitted visual identification and

quantitative analysis of regions showing the greatest age diffe-

rences. The follow-up focal analysis examined samples of

maximally-volumed FA in the regions of high or low FA identified

with the profile analysis plus other selected regions and permitted

direct statistical testing of group-by-region interactions.
Methods

Subjects

Two groups of healthy, highly educated adults were studied: 10

younger (mean = 28.6, range = 22–37 years, 17.2 years of

education; 5 men, 5 women) and 10 older (mean = 72.2, range =

65–79 years, 16.3 years of education; 5 men, 5 women). The

younger subjects included laboratory members and men and

women recruited from the local community. All older subjects

were recruited from a larger ongoing study of normal aging and

scored well within the normal range on dementia screening tests:

Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein et al., 1975) mean = 28.9,

range = 27–30 out of 30 and the Dementia Rating Scale (Mattis,

1988) mean = 140.1, range = 138–143 out of 144.

MRI and DTI acquisition protocol

The DTI-structural acquisition and analysis incorporated

correction of spatial distortion due to main field (B0) inhomoge-

neity. MRI data were acquired on a 3-T General Electric

(Milwaukee, WI) Signa human MRI scanner (gradient strength =

40 mT/m; slew rate = 150 T/m/s; software version VH3). The

following four sequences were collected:

(a) Structural fast spin echo (FSE; FOV = 24 cm, TR = 10,000

ms TE = 14/98 ms, thick = 2.5 mm, skip = 0, slice

locations = 62);

(b) Inversion Recovery Prepared SPoiled Gradient Recalled

echo (IRPrepSPGR; FOV = 24 cm, TI = 300 ms, TR/TE =

6.5/1.54 ms, thick = 1.25 mm, slices = 124);

(c) Diffusion Tensor Images (DTI; FOV = 24 cm, TR = 11,000

ms TE = 97.6 ms, thick = 2.5 mm, skip = 0, slice locations =

62, 0 (8 NEX) + 6 non-collinear diffusion directions (4

NEX, gradient orientations +x +y, +y +z, +x +z, �x +y, �y
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+z, +x �z with a repeat of these six orientations with

opposite gradient polarity, 1.45 Gauss/cm with 32 ms

duration and 38 ms separation, resulting in a b value of

860 s/mm2, x-dim = 96, y-dim = 96, 3472 total images);

(d) Fieldmap (FOV = 24 cm, multislice, dual echo, single-shot

spiral acquisition, x-dim = 128, y-dim = 128).

The SPGR data were aligned such that two 1.25-mm slices

subtended each 2.5 mm thick FSE and DTI slice with custom

scanner prescription software, which computed precise slice

locations. The data from the spiral acquisition for each echo were

gridded and Fourier transformed, and a fieldmap was estimated

from a complex difference image between the two echoes (Pfeuffer

et al., 2002).
DTI analysis

DTI quantification was preceded by eddy current correction

using a template made from an average image created across all

gradient directions and a 2-D, 6-parameter affine warp on a slice-by-

slice basis (Woods et al., 1998). Using the field maps, B0-field

inhomogeneity-induced geometric distortion in the eddy current-

corrected images was corrected with FUGUE (FMRIB’s Utility for

Geometrically Unwarping EPIs) (Jenkinson, 2003). Next, the b = 0

images were warped to the late echo FSE images in 3-D, first with a

12-parameter affine, followed by stepwise 2nd and 3rd order

polynomial functions. This transformation was then applied to all B0

field-corrected and eddy current-corrected averaged images (Fig. 1).

Finally, using the corrected images, b = 0 and b = 860 s/mm2, 6

maps of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) were calculated.

Solving 6 simultaneous equations with respect to ADCxx, ADCxy,

etc. yielded the elements of the diffusion tensor. The diffusion tensor

was then diagonalized, yielding eigenvalues k1, k2, k3, as well as
Fig. 1. Reconstructed mid-sagittal echo-planar (left) and diffusion weighted

(right) images before (top) and after (bottom) B0 field inhomogeneity

correction. The correction is based on a measured field map and the timing

parameters of the echo-planar readout applied in the DTI acquisition.
eigenvectors that define the predominant diffusion orientation.

Based on the eigenvalues, the fractional anisotropy (FA) and bulk

mean diffusivity (the mean of the eigenvalues, bDN) were calculated

on a voxel-by-voxel basis (Basser and Jones, 2002; Basser and

Pierpaoli, 1998; Pierpaoli and Basser, 1996).

Segmentation

The brain was extracted from the intracranial cavity with FSL

Brain Extraction Tool (BET) (Smith, 2002) applied to the early

echo FSE images and segmented into three compartments (gray

matter, white matter, and CSF) with FSL mFAST (Smith, 2002;

Zhang et al., 2001) applied to three channels (SPGR, early and late

echo FSE).

Warping to common coordinates

To place the images for all subjects into a coordinate system

with a common origin and a standardized anatomical orientation,

the anterior commissure (AC) and posterior commissure (PC) were

manually identified on the native 1.25 mm-thick SPGR images.

The AC was shifted to a fixed coordinate in the anterior/posterior

orientation, and the image volume was oriented by three rotations

with the AC as the pivot point. After this shift and rotations, the

original oblique-axial plane that passed through the AC and PC

was a straight axial section perpendicular to the midsagittal plane.

The parameters required to accomplish this transformation for each

scan session were applied to all of the structural images and the FA

and segmented images. Finally, all of the datasets were resliced to

isotropic 1 mm3 voxels and the field-of-view set to 20 cm for each

axis. This image volume was large enough to encompass the entire

brain for all subjects in the study.

Profile analysis

First, a grand average SPGR data set was created from all 20

subjects. This average was then used as a template upon which

each subject was aligned (individual SPGR to template SPGR)

with a 12-parameter affine model, followed by creation of a new

grand average used as a template for a higher-order (3rd to 5th

polynomial) nonlinear warp. The alignment parameters were then

applied to the FA and segmentation data for each subject, and new

grand averages by group were constructed for display purpose. The

use of nonlinear warping allowed the registration of young and old

brains to a common space despite age-related differences in

morphology, for instance, of the corpus callosum that expands in

height and length with age (Pfefferbaum et al., 2000b). The same

process was used to create the diffusivity profile.

For each subject’s group-aligned segmentation images, the

white matter skeleton from the segmentation procedure was

identified and a 1-mm erosion morphological operator applied

across coronal slices to reduce the contribution of partial voluming

to the white matter compartment, and a final nonlinear warp of the

white matter skeleton to the FA was applied. Each individual’s FA

data were then masked with his or her white matter compartment to

yield the final anisotropy data set.

Focal DTI analysis

One operator (E.V.S.) placed all 18 region-of-interest loci (genu

and splenium and bilateral measures of anterior cingulate bundle,
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middle frontal gyrus, frontal forceps, posterior forceps, superior

longitudinal fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, cerebral

peduncle, and pontocerebellar tract) in a two-step process. Firstly,

each point was placed on grand average data including all 20

subjects. Secondly, these locations were then presented on the FA

images for each individual subject for minor spatial location

adjustment. The placement decision was aided by having a

simultaneous display, with cross-hairs, of images in the three

orthogonal planes (sagittal, coronal, and axial) and the interactive

capability of moving the point placement in the three planes

simultaneously. This interactive mode facilitated implementation of

predetermined rules for anatomical location identification. Each

adjusted point was then dilated to produce a 5-mm3 volume, which

determined the region of interest from which FA and bDN were

measured. Manual location of regions was performed blind to all

subject identification, and warping each subject to a common size

obscured differences in appearance related to sex and age.
Results

Profile analysis

Slice-by-slice profiles (Fig. 2) of the mean FA in segmented

white matter visually depicts the distribution of values across the

anterior-to-posterior extents of the supratentorium (defined as all

white matter superior to the AC–PC plane) for each age group.

Profiles from three regions are presented: left hemisphere, right
Fig. 2. Profile of mean F SEM FA in segmentation-defined supratentorial white

10 young and 10 older healthy subjects. The sagittal brain images are grand ave

prominent in cross-section. The large profile is taken from the medial 10 mm

midline values. Note the systematic FA difference in the anterior regions with hig

the x axis indicate the P value for group differences for each slice. The gray horiz

P = 0.05 and the top line P = 0.00001.
hemisphere, and a 10-mm section at the midline. The statistical

results of two group comparisons for each coronal slice are

presented above the x axis for each profile. The t test comparisons

indicated that the most striking and highly significant group

differences were in the frontal areas and always favored the

younger group, whereas the central and posterior white matter FA

showed no age effect.

Frequency counts of the number of slices showing significantly

lower FA in older than younger subjects were determined for the

three profiles. Each was based on slices 24 to 171, which had FA

values greater than 0. The proportions of slices yielding significant

group differences were 74% for the left hemisphere, 71% for the

right hemisphere, and 46% for the midline region. For the total

supratentorial FA measure, 115 of the 147 slices (78%) with FA

values greater than 0 showing significant group differences were

divided into anterior and posterior regions at slice 100. The anterior

76 of 77 slices (99%) had P values at 0.02 or below, whereas only

the posterior 39 of 72 slices (54%) had P values of 0.05 or below.

Profiles of bulk mean diffusivity of the midline and lateral

regions complemented the FA profiles. In all three profiles, the

anterior but not the posterior regions had significantly higher bDN

in the older than younger group (Fig. 3).

Focal analysis

As was evident in the profile analysis, age-related differences in

focal FA varied significantly across regions but not hemispheres

(Fig. 4). Therefore, group differences for each focal region were
matter presented slice-by-slice from frontal to occipital brain regions in the

rages of FA of the 10 younger and 10 older adults; the corpus callosum is

of the brain; the small profiles are taken from white matter lateral to the

her FA in the younger compared with older subjects. The black mounds on

ontal lines over the mounds designate P values, with the bottom line being



Fig. 3. Profile of mean F SEM bulk mean diffusivity (bDN) in segmentation-defined supratentorial white matter presented slice-by-slice from frontal to

occipital brain regions in the 10 young and 10 older healthy subjects. The large profile is taken from the medial 10 mm of the brain; the small profiles are taken

from white matter lateral to the midline values. Note the systematic bDN difference in the anterior regions, with higher bDN in the older relative to the younger

subjects. The black mounds on the x axis indicate the P value for group differences for each slice. The gray horizontal lines over the mounds designate P

values, with the bottom line being P = 0.05 and the top line P = 0.00001.
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based on the mean FA of the left and right hemispheres for a given

region. The older group had lower FA than the younger group in

the superior (t(18) = 4.166, P = 0.0006) and inferior (t(18) = 4.155,

P = 0.0006) longitudinal fasciculi, anterior cingulate bundle (t(18) =

3.390,P = 0.0033), middle frontal gyrus (t(18) = 3.304, P = 0.0039),

frontal forceps (t(18) = 7.078, P = 0.0001), and genu (t(18) = 4.122,

P = 0.0006). In contrast to these anterior foci, the groups did not

differ inmean FA in posterior regional foci: posterior forceps (t(18) =

0.076, P = 0.94), cerebral peduncle (t(18) = 1.226, P = 0.236),

pontocerebellar tract (t(18) = 0.024,P = 0.98), and splenium (t(18) =

0.070, P = 0.95).

To challenge whether the anterior distribution of the profile

analysis was present in FA of focal fiber tracts, group-by-region

analysis of variance tested the anterior vs. posterior FA in two pairs

of regions: frontal vs. posterior forceps and genu vs. splenium. In

both cases, the interaction was significant (forceps F(1,18) =

30.967, P = 0.0001; corpus callosum F(1,18) = 20.771, P =

0.0002), indicating that the frontal region was disproportionately

affected relative to the posterior region in the older group.

Group differences were also examined in regional bDN. As with

FA, bDN varied across regions but not hemispheres (Fig. 5). Thus,

group comparisons were based on the mean bDN of the left and

right hemispheres for each region. The older group had higher bDN

than the younger group in the superior (t(18) = 3.285, P = 0.0041)

and inferior (t(18) = 2.562, P = 0.0196) longitudinal fasciculi,

anterior cingulate bundle (t(18) = 4.328, P = 0.0004), middle frontal

gyrus (t(18) = 3.134, P = 0.0057), frontal forceps (t(18) = 2.381,

P = 0.0285), and genu (t(18) = 2.907, P = 0.0094). In contrast to
these anterior foci, the groups did not differ significantly in mean

bDN in posterior regional foci: posterior forceps (t(18) = 1.370, P =

0.188), cerebral peduncle (t(18) = 1.363, P = 0.190), pontocer-

ebellar tract (t(18) = 1.419, P = 0.173), and splenium (t(18) = 0.042,

P = 0.97). Repeated measures group-by-region ANOVAs examin-

ing frontal versus posterior regional bDN yielded a significant

interaction for the genu-splenium comparison (F(1,18) = 10.666,

P = 0.0043) and a trend for the frontal–posterior forceps

comparison (F(1,18) = 3.130, P = 0.0938).

In a final set of analyses, we first examined the relationships

between regional diffusivity and anisotropy in the frontal regions

where age effects were prominent. In the older group, bDN

showed significant negative correlations with FA in the frontal

forceps (r = �0.74, P = 0.0139), anterior cingulum (r = �0.78,

P = 0.0084), and genu (r = �0.94, P = 0.0001) but not the medial

frontal gyrus (r = �0.42, P = 0.2239). These correlations were not

significant in the younger group (frontal forceps r = 0.39; anterior

cingulum r = �0.26; genu r = �0.21; and medial frontal gyrus

r = �0.27). We then used multiple regression in the younger and

older groups combined to test whether age and the magnitude of

diffusivity each made unique contributions to the variance of FA in

three frontal regions with significant bDN with FA correlations.

bDN made a significant and unique contribution, over and above

age, to FA in all three regions: frontal forceps (partial F = 60.05, P =

0.0001), anterior cingulum (partial F = 11.31, P = 0.0037), and

genu (partial F = 52.92, P = 0.0001). By contrast, age’s contribution

to FA after accounting for the contribution from bDNwas significant

for the frontal forceps (partial F = 7.67 P = 0.0131) and the genu



Fig. 4. Mean F SEM for focal regional FA for the younger and older

groups. The FA images are grand averages of the 10 younger and 10 older

healthy subjects warped to a common template. SLF, superior longitudinal

fasciculus; ILF, inferior longitudinal fasciculus; FF, frontal forceps; PF,

posterior forceps; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; ACNG, anterior cingulate

bundle; CP, cerebral peduncle; PNTCB, pontocerebellar tract; Genu; and

Splen = splenium.
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(partial F = 6.98, P = 0.0171) but not the anterior cingulum (partial

F = 0.04, P = 0.84). To test whether the age versus diffusivity effect

was selective to anterior regions, we next performed these multiple
Fig. 5. Mean F SEM for focal regional bulk mean diffusivity bDN for the you

longitudinal fasciculus; FF, frontal forceps; PF, posterior forceps; MFG, middle

PNTCB, pontocerebellar tract; Genu; and Splen = splenium. For each regional p
regression analyses for the posterior forceps and the splenium. For

both regions, bDN was a significant and unique predictor of FA

(posterior forceps partial F = 8.52, P = 0.0096; splenium partial F =

23.83, P = 0.0001) but age was not (posterior forceps partial F =

0.92, P = 0.35; splenium partial F = 0.01, P = 0.91).
Discussion

This DTI analysis revealed a robust frontal distribution of low

white matter anisotropy and high diffusivity in healthy older

compared with younger adults. In contrast to frontal fiber systems,

posterior systems were largely preserved with age. This pattern of

greater anterior than posterior age-related declines in white matter

anisotropy was present whether analyzed with the profile or the

focal regional approach and may contribute to the explanation of

the selective demise of frontally-based functions with advancing

age. Image data collection of isotropic voxels at 3 T together with

application of a field map permitting correction for B0 field

inhomogeneity yielded a basis for error-reduced quantification of

FA in the frontal and inferior regions, which especially suffer

inhomogeneity artifact and reduce accuracy in attempts to quantify

anisotropy (Bammer et al., 2003; Jones et al., 2002; Le Bihan,

2003; Virta et al., 1999). With these isotropic data, images could be

reformatted and resliced in any plane, minimizing partial voluming

error or bias that might occur if the through-plane dimension was

much smaller than in-plane voxel size (cf., Jones et al., 2002).

Features of normal aging are degradation of myelin and

microtubules (Aboitiz et al., 1996; Meier-Ruge et al., 1992) and

decline in the number and length of myelinated fibers (Marner et

al., 2003). A predilection of loss occurs for thin fibers, which are in

greatest abundance in the frontal lobes and develop and mature

later than large-diameter axons (Bartzokis, 2004). Small connect-

ing fibers of the anterior corpus callosum are especially vulnerable

in aging. Late myelinating fibers are sheathed in thin layers

susceptible to injury. One possible cause of injury is that a single

oligodendrocyte can myelinate multiple small axons, whereas large

diameter axons typically develop early and are myelinated by

oligodendrocytes on a 1:1 basis (Bjartmar et al., 1994).

Selective disruption of frontally-based fibers are likely struc-

tural substrates of age-related declines in cognitive processes

dependent on functioning of the prefrontal circuitry (Raz, 2004).
nger and older groups. SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; ILF, inferior

frontal gyrus; ACNG, anterior cingulate bundle; CP, cerebral peduncle;

air, except the genu and splenium, L = left and R = right hemisphere.
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Regions exhibiting severe age-related declines in anisotropy

include the anterior cingulum and middle frontal gyrus, sites

identified in functional imaging studies as comprising the specific

frontal network bconsistently recruited for solution of diverse

cognitive problems,Q including response selection, executive

control, working memory, episodic memory, problem solving,

and aspects of perception that require conflict resolution (Duncan

and Owen, 2000). As late developers (Sowell et al., 1999), frontal

sites are also under proportionately greater environmental than

genetic control than posterior regions. Evidence for this differential

environmental-genetic control is based on a study, which compared

heritability of regional callosal FA in monozygotic (MZ) twin pairs

relative to dizygotic (DZ) twin pairs (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001) and

revealed that the proportion of genetic to environmental contribu-

tions to FA was 3:1 for the splenium but only 1:1 for the genu.

In complement to age-related decline and pattern of FA, bulk

mean diffusivity was significantly greater in the older than younger

subjects and the locus of the age effect was in anterior white matter.

In previous studies, we showed that diffusivity measurements can

be inflated by partial voluming; however, even when reduced by

eroding peripheral voxels from regions of interest, diffusivity

increases with age (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2002, 2003).

Further, we observed that low FA was typically associated with

high diffusivity. The magnitude of this relationship, however,

varied across brain regions, being greater in the centrum semiovale

than the corpus callosum, and with age, being greater in older than

younger healthy individuals (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003). In

the present study, we again observed the high diffusivity predicted

FA both in anterior and posterior regions. This relationship

suggests that decreased brain white matter intravoxel coherence

is attributable, at least in part, to the accumulation of interstitial or

intracellular fluid, or both fluid compartments (e.g., Norris et al.,

1994; Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2005b; Rumpel et al., 1998; Sehy

et al., 2002; Silva et al., 2002). Relevant to the current question

regarding the locus of age’s effect on anisotropy, we found that age

made a unique contribution to low FA selectively to anterior white

matter regions. We may speculate from these observations that the

age-related lower intravoxel coherence prominent in the frontal

regions is indicative of degradation of white matter constituents,

such as myelin, which is known from postmortem studies to occur

even in normal older nonpathological cases (Aboitiz et al., 1996;

Marner et al., 2003).

This study is no exception in having limitations. Among them

is the small number of diffusion directions acquired in the DTI

sequence. We used six noncollinear directions with opposite

gradient polarity. While adequate to calculate the tensor, recent

analyses reveal substantially improved data quality with more

sampling orientations (Batchelor et al., 2003, 2005; Hasan et al.,

2001; Jones, 2004). Using a Monte Carlo simulation, Jones

(2004) showed that bat least 20 unique sampling orientations are

necessary for a robust estimation of anisotropy, whereas at least

30 unique sampling orientations are required for a robust

estimation of tensor-orientation and mean diffusivityQ (page

807). Nonetheless, Jones (2004) further noted that the time

required to acquire a diffusion sequence with large numbers of

orientations is impractical for most human studies and in fact the

advantage gained when using more that 10 unique sampling

directions is negligible. The procedure described here also

involved several sequential resamplings of the data as the analysis

evolved; multiple resampling can blur the data, reduce accuracy,

and represents a limitation of the current study.
Another limitation concerns cognitive status of the older

subjects in this study. Although a large body of studies (for

reviews, Buckner, 2004; Hedden and Gabrieli, 2004; Raz, 1999;

but see Greenwood, 2000) supports the position that as a group

older, healthy individuals are likely to exhibit poorer executive

functioning than younger individuals, we do not have neuro-

psychological test evidence that the subjects of the present study

had executive function problems. Indeed, the subjects in the older

group were highly educated and had mental status examinations

well within the normal range. Thus, it may be especially intriguing

that these otherwise intact elders had a profound frontal distribu-

tion of low anisotropy and high diffusivity in brain white matter.

Future studies designed to replicate the frontal-based pattern of

age-related FA decrease and diffusivity increase should also

examine different component processes of executive functions that

could be disturbed by disruption of focal white matter integrity.

Unlike neurodegenerative diseases and demonstrable neuro-

logical events, the effects of normal adult aging are subtle, accrue

insidiously, and can be elusive to detection with conventional

macrostructural neuroimaging techniques. The present in vivo

study of whole brain white matter microstructure revealed that,

even if posterior brain systems successfully endure the throes of

aging, information flow from them to frontal processing sites could

be impeded by a degenerating anterior fiber infrastructure. This

possibility can be tested in future studies employing more diffusion

directions, larger samples of subjects, and selective behavioral tests

to assess the functional ramifications of DTI metrics. Coupling

such studies with functional imaging could serve to identify

potential age-related differences in the constellation and integrity

of white matter networks connecting cortical sites recruited for task

performance.
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